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Surface enhanced Raman scattering 共SERS兲 of pyridine adsorbed on Au@Pd core/shell
nanoparticles has been investigated theoretically with quantum chemical method, generalized Mie
theory and three-dimensional finite-difference time domain 共3D-FDTD兲 method. We first studied the
influence of the coated Pd on the electronic structure of Au nanoparticle, and compared the
electronic structure of Au20 cluster with that of Au10Pd10 共core/shell兲 cluster. Second, we studied
SERS spectroscopy of pyridine on Au@Pd core/shell nanoparticles, which revealed the rate of static
chemical enhancement and electromagnetic enhancement in the experimental reports. Third, the
influence of the Pd shell thickness to the optical absorption of Au@Pd core/shell nanoparticles was
investigated with generalized Mie theory. Fourth, we studied the influence of the shell thickness to
the local electric field enhancement with 3D-FDTD method. The theoretical results reveal that the
static chemical enhancement and electromagnetic enhancement are in the order of 10 and 103,
respectively. These theoretical studies promote the deeper understanding of the electronic structure
and optical absorption properties of Au@Pd, and the mechanisms for SERS of molecule adsorbed
on Au@Pd. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3153917兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of surface enhancement Raman scattering 共SERS兲,1–3 it has been extensively studied experimentally and theoretically4–10 because of its extremely high surface sensitivity and powerful application on fingerprint
vibrational spectroscopy in qualitative and quantitative
analysis. Before the mid-1990s, most investigation focused
on the three “coinage metals” 共Au, Ag, and Cu兲, since they
can provide the large enhancement via surface plasmon resonance 共SPR兲. Since the mid-1990s, SERS for different transition metals has been investigated gradually, because of the
importance of transition metal 共VIII B group elements兲 in
electrochemistry and catalyst.10–13 The SERS signals on the
transition metals are rather weak or even below the detection
limit from some adsorbates with a very small Raman cross
section or with a low surface coverage because of the lack of
SPR features in the visible spectral region. The best way is to
further increase the SERS activity of transition metal utilizing the long-range effects of electromagnetic enhancements
created by SERS-active Au or Ag substrates underneath an
ultrathin layer of transition metals.10,14–19 Experimentally, the
many core/shell nanoparticles, such as Au@Pd and Au@Pt,
a兲
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have been successfully synthesized, and strong SERS signals
have been obtained.10,14–19 Theoretically, structure and optical properties of the nanoalloys Ag3Au10 have been theoretically studied by a combination of genetic algorithm global
optimization and density functional theory calculations.20
The pyridine molecule is an important probe molecule in
SERS field. The enhancement effect is strongly dependent on
the SERS substrates. On the basis of density functional
theory 共DFT兲 calculations, the enhancement effect has been
studied for pyridine interacting with small silver, gold, and
copper clusters. The results indicated that the adsorption interaction not only results in the significant shift in vibration
frequencies, but also changes its relative Raman intensities.
The studies provided for us to understand the binding interaction and adsorption orientation of surface species. Recently, SERS of pyridine adsorbed on much larger clusters
Au20 nanoparticles,21 Ag20 nanoparticles,8 or in Ag
hydrosols22 have been also studied theoretically, while investigations on the SERS of the molecule adsorbed on the core/
shell nanoparticles is few and is imminently needed. On gold
core/transition metal shell nanoparticles, the enhancement
factor can be promoted to two orders of magnitude with respect to the pure transition metal nanoparticles in a sphere
shape with the same size. However, the nature of the enhancement effect was thought due to the long-range effect
from the electromagnetic enhancement. In fact, the chemical
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Chemical structure of 共a兲 Au10Pd10, 共b兲 Au20, 共c兲
pyridine-Au10Pd10, and 共d兲 pyridine-Au20.

enhancement effect cannot be neglected. The shell of the
coated transition metal in electronic structures is very sensitive to the core metal. Therefore, the surface binding interaction of pyridine interacting with the transition metals plays
an important role in understanding the SERS mechanism of
pyridine adsorbed on the core/shell nanoparticles.
We have theoretically investigated the enhancement
mechanism on SERS of pyridine adsorbed on the Ag
nanoparticles23,24 with quantum chemical theory, generalized
Mie theory,25 and three-dimensional finite-difference time
domain 共3D-FDTD兲 method,13,26 where the effects of quantum size and binding site on SERS have been clearly shown,
and regions of electromagnetic and chemical enhancements
in the excitation wavelengths ranging from 300 to 1000 nm
have been successfully clarified with charge difference
density. We also investigated the chemical enhancement
mechanism 关charge transfer 共CT兲 mechanism兴 on the SERS
in metal-PATP 共para-aminothiophenol兲-metal junction with
quantum chemical method, in which the tunneling CT at the
incident light of 1064 nm has been visualized with charge
difference density.27
In this paper, we extend our theoretical investigation on
the SERS of molecule adsorbed on the core/shell nanoparticles with quantum chemical method, generalized Mie
theory and 3D-FDTD method, where pyridine 共Py兲 and
Au@Pd were chosen as the molecule and core/shell nanoparticles, respectively.
II. METHODS

The models of Au10Pd10 tetrahedral as a part of Au@Pd,
and Au20 tetrahedral as a part of a pure gold nanoparticle 共a
part of nanosphere or nanocube兲 have been chosen, which
can be seen from Fig. 1. Recent photoelectron spectroscopy

and relativistic density functional calculations strongly predict that Au20 has a tetrahedral geometry similar to a fragment of bulk face-centered cubic gold.28 Several theoretical
studies have revealed that the absorption properties of a 20
atom silver or gold tetrahedral cluster behave quite similar to
the plasmon excitation observed in nanoparticles, and the
Raman enhancement due to this cluster is comparable to that
from large nanoparticles 共⬎10 nm兲.8,21,29 The Au@Pd
nanocubes with different Pd shell have been synthesized
experimentally.30
All the quantum chemical calculations were done with
31
GAUSSIAN03 suite.
The ground state geometries of
Au10Pd10 tetrahedral, Au20 tetrahedral, pyridine-Au10Pd10
complex, and pyridine-Au20 complexes were optimized with
DFT,32 B3LYP functional,33 and LanL2DZ basis set.34 It
should be noted that Au10Pd10 tetrahedral, Au20 tetrahedral,
and pyridine-Au20 complexes were fully optimized, while the
optimized Au10Pd9 tetrahedral was frozen for the optimization of pyridine-Au10Pd10 complex 共the Pd at the surface
center and pyridine as well as the frozen Au10Pd9 were optimized兲. The partial density of state 共PDOS兲 and energy levels of occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals of them
were analyzed with GAUSSSUM software.35 The static normal
Raman scattering 共NRS兲 spectra of pyridine-Au10Pd10 complex was calculated at the same theoretical level. Optical
absorption spectrum was calculated with time-dependent
DFT method.36 Distribution of electron-hole pairs in
pyridine-Au10Pd10 on electronic excitations were visualized
with charge difference density. The influence of the Pd shell
thickness to the extinction spectrums of Au@Pd core/shell
nanoparticles was investigated with generalized Mie
theory.37,38
The 3D-FDTD method was used for the theoretical
simulation of the local electric field on Au@Pd nanocube
dimers. FDTD method is a powerful computational technique which is widely used to simulate the optical properties
of plasmonic nanostructures with arbitrary size and shape.26
An important requirement of this method for the study of
dispersive material, such as gold or palladium, is the need of
an analytical law of dispersion. It is known that the Drude
model can not accurately describe the frequency-dependent
complex permittivity for metals over a wide frequency range,
especially for gold since the interband transitions play an
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FIG. 2. 共Color兲 Milliken charge distributions at ground state for Au10Pd10,
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Partial density of state 共PDOS兲 for 共a兲 Au10Pd10, 共b兲 Au20, 共c兲 pyridine-Au10Pd10, and 共d兲 pyridine-Au20.

important role in the dielectric function. In recent years,
some efficient analytical models have been developed to describe the dielectric response of dispersive materials.39–42 In
this work, instead of the simple Drude model, we adopted
the general Drude model to simulate the complex permittivity of gold and palladium with the form of42,43
共兲 = ⬁ +

s − ⬁

+
,
1 + i i0

共1兲

where s, ⬁, , and  represent static permittivity, infinite
frequency permittivity, conductivity, and the relaxation time,
respectively,  is the angular frequency, and 0 is the permittivity of free space. The four parameters s, ⬁, , and 
can be adjusted through curve-fitting techniques to correctly
match the complex permittivity which can be derived from
the experimentally determined optical constants through the
relationship r = n2 − k2 and i = 2nk, where r and i are the
real and imaginary parts of dielectric function of the dispersive material, respectively. This model for the local dielectric
function of metallic materials represents faithfully the optical
response in a wide frequency region, especially at visible
frequencies, ensuring the accuracy of the FDTD
simulation.42,43 The experimental optical constant data are
taken from Refs. 44 and 45.
To accurately simulate the detailed nanostructure of
Au@Pd nanocubes, nonuniform FDTD mesh method was
adopted in our calculations. This method could save computation resources greatly without losing the accuracy. The
number of periods of the incident sinusoidal plane wave was
set to 12 to guarantee calculation convergence, which could
be judged by checking whether near zone electric field val-

ues had reached a steady state. The amplitude of the sinusoidal plane wave was set to be 1 V/m in the calculation, and
the excitation wavelength is 632.8 nm. All FDTD calculations were conducted in the platform of a commercial XFDTD
software package 共RemCom XFDTD 6.3兲
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Mullikan charge distributions on Au20, Au10Pd10,
Py– Au20, and Py– Au10Pd10 at the ground state can be seen
from Fig. 2. For Au20 and Au10Pd10 tetrahedrals, electrons
and holes are distributed on the shell and core, respectively.
The amount of electrons on Au surface is 5.1 times than
electrons on the surface of the Pd shell, so the electromagnetic 共EM兲 enhancement of core-shell structure should be
less than that of Au nanoparticle when they are of the same
size and shape. Because of the interactions between pyridine
and nanoparticles, the charges will be redistributed. For
Py– Au20, 0.24 electrons on Py and 0.06 electrons on Au core
are simultaneously transferred to the surface of cluster. For
Py– Au10 – Pd10, the electrons on Py and on Pd shells are
simultaneously transferred to the core, and there is almost no
net electron at the Pd shell. So, the EM enhancement for
Au@Pd should mostly is contributed from the Au core. By
comparing the charges on Py for Py– Au20 共see Fig. 2兲,
Py– Au10Pd10, we can see that the Pd shell hampered the
charges transfer, the rate of transferred electrons from Py to
Au10Pd10 is only 9% than the rate in Py– Au20.
We also studied the DOS for Au20, Au10Pd10, Py– Au20,
and Py– Au10Pd10 共see Fig. 3兲. By comparing the PDOS of
Au10Pd10 with that of Au20, two conclusions can be drawn.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Calculated NRS spectroscopy of isolated pyridine,
共b兲 calculated NRS spectroscopy of pyridine adsorbed on Au@Pd, and 共c兲
SER spectra of pyridine adsorption on 120 nm Au at 0.35 nm Pd/GC at
⫺0.6 V in 0.1 M NaClO4 and 1 mM pyridine, which is from Ref. 47.

The band gap 共⌬Ebg = EHOMO − ELUMO兲 共HOMO denotes
highest occupied molecular orbital and LUMO denotes lowest unoccupied molecular orbital兲 of Pd10Au10 共0.70 eV兲 is
significantly smaller that of Au20 共2.93 eV兲, due to the strong
activity of the Pd shell. So, the edge of optical absorption of
Pd10Au10 should be significantly redshifted, compared to that
of Au20. PDOS of Au10Pd10 between ⫺6.4 eV 共the energy
level of HOMO of Au20兲 and ⫺3.47 eV 共the energy level of
LUMO of Au20兲 are mostly contributed from Pd. By checking the DOS, the lowest resonant electronic transition for CT
excitation 共density are localized on cluster for HOMO, and
lowest LUMOs that density are localized on Py兲 is 2.66 eV
and 2.90 eV for Py– Pd10Au10 and Py– Au20, respectively.
Then, the thin Pd shell only slightly red shifted about

D: 1628 cm-1

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Normal modes of selected frequencies for pyridine
adsorbed on Au@Pd.

0.24 eV of the CT transition energy. In the energy region
from 0.73 eV 共the band gap of Py– Pd10Au10兲 to 2.66 eV,
they should be the intracluster resonant electronic transitions
for Py– Pd10Au10. In the energy region from 2.70 eV 共the
band gap of Py– Au20兲 to 2.90 eV, all transitions should be
the intracluster resonant excitations of Py– Au20.
We calculated the static NRS spectroscopy and compared it with the experimental results 共see Fig. 4兲. We see
that the calculated results are well consistent with the experimental report. There are four important peaks, which are
1006 共ring breathing with N moving toward cluster兲, 1052
共trigonal ring deformation兲, 1244 共C–H in-plane bending兲,
and 1628 cm−1 共mainly of C–C stretching with the ␣-carbon
next to nitrogen vibrating toward the cluster兲, which can be
seen from Fig. 5. Comparison the NRS intensities of
Py– Au10Pd10 with those of isolated Py indicates that the
static chemical enhancement via the CT results in the intensity enhancement factor of 12.1, 1.6, 3.7, and 7.1, respectively. The difference of the enhancements between the normal mode of 1006 cm−1 and the normal mode of 1052 cm−1
also results from the bonding interaction between metal and
N atom of Py,46 since the movement of N is toward the
cluster for the normal mode of 1006 cm−1. Experimentally,
the enhancement factor for the 135 nm Au at 0.7 nm Pd was
estimated to be about 5 ⫻ 104 at the incident light of
632.8 nm.42 Accordingly, we can estimate that the static
chemical enhancement is about 10, and SERS enhancement
contributed from EM at the incident light of 632.8 nm should
be about 5 ⫻ 103. In the SERS experiment at the incident
light of 632.8 nm, there is no resonant CT 共between Py and
Au@Pd cluster兲 enhancement, because the lowest excitation
energy for a CT excitation is 2.66 eV 共466 nm兲, which is
from an intracluster resonant electronic transition.
To study the optical excitation properties around 633 nm,
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Optical absorption spectrum around 633 nm 共633⫾ 50 nm兲 and 共b兲 charge difference densities for ten excited states 共A-J兲, where
the green and red stand for hole and electron, respectively.

the distributions of electron-hole pairs between 600 and
660 nm were visualized with charge difference density. The
optical absorption can be seen from Fig. 6共a兲, photoinduced
charge redistribution on ten important excited states with the
high oscillator strength reveal that they are the first Pd layer
excitation, where the electrons and holes are all located in
the first Pd layer 关see Fig. 6共b兲兴. The electron-hole pairs in
the first Pd layer are a kind of surface plasmon coming from
transition metal. The mentioned results show that the SERS
spectrum of pyridine adsorbed on the Au@Pd at the incident
light of 632.8 nm should be contributed from the static
chemical enhancement by the CT from pyridine to Au core at
the ground state, the long-range effect of the enhanced electromagnetic field generated by the Au core, and the photoinduced charge redistribution at first Pd layer.
Due to the limitation of high computational demand, it is
difficult to study the influence of the shell thickness to the
optical absorption and EM enhancement of SERS with electronic structure methods. To study the influence of the shell

thickness to the optical absorption and EM enhancement of
SERS, the generalized Mie theory and 3D-FDTD methods
were employed, respectively.
The influence of the Pd shell thickness on the extinction
spectra of Au@Pd Core/Shell Nanoparticles was investigated
with generalized Mie theory. A series of extinction spectra of
Au@Pd nanoparticles with a fixed core size of 120 nm and
varying shell thicknesses were calculated using generalized
Mie theory 共see Fig. 7兲. The spectrum of the corresponding
Au core is also given for reference. It can be seen that as the
Pd shell becomes thicker, the absorption peak of the Au core
slightly red-shifts and damps gradually. The calculated results were consistent with the experimental report in Ref. 47.
Au@Pd nanocubes with well-controllable ultrathin shell
has been shown as excellent SERS substrate.30 Experimental
results show that the SERS intensity decays exponentially
with the increase in Pd shell thickness, and reaches a constant value at ca. 2 nm. To quantitatively account for the
SERS activity of the Au@Pd core–shell nanocubes system,
we use the 3D-FDTD method to calculate electromagnetic
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 The calculated extinction spectra of 120 nm Au
nanoparticle 共black兲, Au@Pd particle with the thickness of Pd shell 0.35 nm
共red dashed line兲, 0.7 nm 共green solid line兲, and 1.35 nm 共blue dot-dashed
line兲, respectively.

field distribution around the illuminated nanocubes. It is well
known EM model in terms of single particle is a poor model
for SERS-active nanoparticle aggregates system, any simulations for the EM enhancement for a real SERS-active sys-

(a)

tem should take the near field coupling effect into consideration. So, a model consisting of two Au@Pd nanocubes,
rather than a single nanocube, was used in our FDTD simulation 关see Fig. 8共a兲兴. In the calculation, the Au cube core is
set to be 83 nm, interparticle shell-shell distance 1 nm. The
632.8 nm monochromatic plane wave is incident from the
top 共y-axis兲 with the polarization parallel to the axis along
the particle pair 共x-axis兲. The Yee cell size in the shell region
is set to be 0.5⫻ 0.5⫻ 0.5 nm3 while a 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 2 nm3 cell
size is used in other simulation regions. This nonuniform
FDTD mesh method can save computation resources greatly
without losing accuracy.
Our calculation shows the maximum field enhancement,
defined as the ratio between the maximum local field Eloc and
the incoming field Ein amplitude, is about 10–25 depending
on the thickness of Pd shell 共0–5 nm兲, and the hot site 共most
enhanced region兲 of SERS always exists in the gap region.
Since the enhanced Raman scattering intensity from a probe
molecule at any given position is approximately proportional
to the fourth power of the electric field enhancement at the
position of the molecule, so the maximum Raman electromagnetic enhancement factor for a Au@Pd particle dimer
can reach from 1.0⫻ 104 to 3.9⫻ 105 if the thickness value
of Pd shell in the range of 0–5 nm. Figure 8共b兲 gives a
typical field distribution at the junction 共yz plane at x = 0兲 of
two nanocubes with a 1 nm Pd shell. It can be seen the
maximal field enhancement is about 16.5, corresponding to
7.4⫻ 104 of the Raman signal enhancement. This value is
higher than that of two pure 83 nm Pd nanocubes. It can be
seen clearly that the magnitude of the electric field reaches
the maximum in the gap region of the dimer. Since the SERS
signal obtained in the experiment should average over all the
surfaces, therefore, the enhancement obtained in the experiment may be substantially lower than the calculated value.
So, experimental Raman signal enhancement contributed
from electromagnetic enhancement is estimated in the order
of 103.
The high SERS activity achieved in Au@Pd ultrathin
shell systems is attributed to the long-range effect of the
enhanced electromagnetic field generated by the Au core.
Based on 3D-FDTD method, the dependence of the SERS
activity on the Pd shell thickness was quantitatively investigated. The simulated FDTD results 共see Fig. 9兲 reveal that
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FIG. 8. 共Color兲 FDTD simulations of the near field distribution in the contact plane. The excitation polarization is along the x-axis.

FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 Dependence of the SERS intensity of CO adsorbed
on 83 nm Au@Pd nanocubes on the thickness of Pd shell 共circles兲 and the
corresponding FDTD calculation result 关solid 共red兲 line兲兴. The experimental
result is taken from Ref. 30.
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the SERS enhancement decreases exponentially with increasing thickness of Pd. This result shows essentially the
same trend as the experimental result reported in Ref. 30.
IV. CONCLUSION

With quantum chemical method, generalized Mie theory,
and 3D-FDTD method, we investigated SERS of Pyridine
adsorbed on Au@Pd Core/Shell Nanoparticles. The theoretical study show Au@Pd core/shell nanoparticles are a good
substrate for SERS, and the high SERS activity achieved in
ultrathin shell systems is contributed mainly from the longrange effect of the enhanced electromagnetic field generated
by the Au core. Static chemical enhancement by CT from
pyridine to Au core at the ground state is also discussed in
detail. It is noted that the photoinduced charge redistribution
takes place at first Pd layer 共surface Plasmon from transition
metal兲. When the Pd shell becomes thicker, the absorption
peak of the Au core slightly redshifts and damps gradually.
The theoretical results reveal that the static chemical enhancement and electromagnetic enhancement are in the order
of 10 and 103, respectively.
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